
Contains 75 cards
A game for 2-5 players, ages 5+

5 games in one box!5 games in one box!5 games in one box!



Game 1
  Simple Triple

   

Aim of the game: To get rid of all your cards.
Playing the game:  The cards are dealt equally 

between the players. The players each hold their deck, 
face down. When they are both ready each player reveals 

the top card of his deck and places it in front of him. 
Whoever spots an identical symbol between the cards, 

calls out loud the name of the symbol and takes the 
cards.  If an identical symbol can’t be found both 
players reveal another card and continue in the 

same way. Each time a player finds an 
identical symbol between the cards 

he wins all the cards in

 

both piles. The game ends when the 
players run out of cards. 

The winner is the player who won the most 
cards.  

2 players



Game 1
  Simple Triple

players 2

Aim of the game: To get rid of all your cards.
Playing the game:  The cards are dealt equally 

between the players. The players each hold their deck, 
face down. When they are both ready each player reveals 

the top card of his deck and places it in front of him. 
Whoever spots an identical symbol between the cards, 

calls out loud the name of the symbol and takes the 
cards.  If an identical symbol can’t be found both 
players reveal another card and continue in the 

same way.  Each time a player finds an 
identical symbol between the cards 

he wins all the cards in

Player A Player B

 

both piles. The game ends when the 
players run out of cards. 

The winner is the player who won the most 
cards.  



Game 2 
Basic Triple

suitable for younger players

Playing the game:  The same as in Simple Triple, 
however, you take turns to play.  A card is placed in 
front of player A and the rest of the cards are dealt 
equally between the players. Player B reveals one of 

his cards and places it next to the open card. 
He then searches for an identical symbol 
between the two cards. If he finds one he 

collects the cards in both piles and 
reveals a new card. If he can’t find 

an identical symbol,  

the turn passes 

to the next player, who reveals 
continues to do the same.  The 
game ends when the players 
have no more cards.
The winner is the player who 
won the most cards.



Player A Player B

the turn passes to the next player, 
who reveals continues to do the same.  The 
game ends when the players have no more 

cards. If two players find the same identical symbol 
at the same time, each of them takes one pile.

The winner is the player who won the most cards.



Game 3A
Speedy Triple

2 players
Aim of the game: To get rid of all your cards.

One card is placed face up on the table. The rest of 
the cards are shuffled and are equally dealt between 
the players. When the players are both ready they 

simultaneously place a card face up on the table next 
to the card that is already open.  The first player to 

spot a pair of identical symbols between two or 
three cards shouts the name of the symbol out 
loud (for example:”dog”) and covers the cards 

showing the identical symbols with new 
cards from his pile. The players 

continue to 

search for identical 
symbols in the new cards.  If they 

can’t find any then they place two new 
cards- each player on his own open pile. 

They continue to search for symbols and cover 
the cards with new cards when identical symbols 

can’t be found. Each time a player finishes the cards 
in the deck he holds, both players collect the cards 
gathered in their open pile (the other player adds 

these cards to the cards he still has in hand). The third 
pile is left with only the top card and the rest of the 

cards are out of the game. the game continues as 
before. Each round there are less cards to play 
with since the cards in the third pile are placed 

aside at the end of each round.
The winner is the first player to 

remain with one card only.



Game 3
Speedy Triple

2 players
Aim of the game: To get rid of all your cards.

One card is placed face up on the table. The rest of 
the cards are shuffled and are equally dealt between 
the players. When the players are both ready they 

simultaneously. place a card face up on the table next 
to the card that is already open.  The first player to 

spot a pair of identical symbols between two or 
three cards shouts the name of the symbol out 
loud (for example:”dog”) and covers the cards 

showing the identical symbols with new 
cards from his pile. The players 

continue to 

search for identical 
symbols in the new cards.  If they 

can’t find any then they place two new 
cards- each player on his own open pile. 

They continue to search for symbols and cover 
the cards with new cards when identical symbols 

can’t be found. Each time a player finishes the cards 
in the deck he holds, both players collect the cards 
gathered in their open pile (the other player adds 

these cards to the cards he still has in hand). The third 
pile is left with only the top card and the rest of the 
cards are out of the game. The game continues as 

before. Each round there are less cards to play 
with since the cards in the third pile are placed 

aside at the end of each round.
The winner is the first player to 

remain with one card only.



Game 3B
Speedy Triple

3 players
The cards are shuffled and equally dealt between the 
3 players. The players hold their deck face down and 

simultaneously turn over a card and place it on the table. 
Then they try to be the first to find an identical set of 
symbols between 2 or 3 of the cards. If a player spots 

cards with identical symbols, he places his cards on top 
of the the cards with these identical symbols and then 
the players try to find identical symbols on this new 

set of cards. If an identical symbol can’t be found, 
all the players open a new card on the pile in 

front of them.  The game continues this 
way. Each time a player finishes 

the cards in hand, 

all the players collect the cards 
that have gathered in the piles in front of 

them (the other two add the cards in 
the piles to the cards they still have in hand. 

Then they can continue the game.  If two players 
find the same identical symbol at the same time, 

each of them covers one of the pile.
The winner is the first player to remain 

with one card only.



Game 4
Speedy Triple

3 players
The cards are shuffled and equally dealt between the 
3 players. The players hold their deck face down and 

simultaneously turn over a card and place it on the table., 
then they try to be the first to find an identical set of 
symbols between 2 or 3 of the cards. If a player spots 

cards with identical symbols, he places his cards on top 
of the the cards with these identical symbols and then 
the players try to find identical symbols on this new 

set of cards. If an identical symbol can’t be found, 
all the players open a new card on the pile in 

front of them.  The game continues this 
way. Each time a player finishes 

the cards in hand, 

all the players collect the cards 
that have gathered in the piles in front of 

them. The other two add the cards in 
the piles to the cards they still have in hand. 

Then they can continue the game.  If two players 
find the same identical symbol at the same time, 

each of them covers one of the pile.
The winner is the first player to remain 

with one card only.

player A

player B

the first card opened 
in Speedy Triple-game 3
or the card placed 
by player C in game 4.



Game 4
  Triple Memory

2-5 players
Aim of the game:  To win the most cards.

Playing the game:  Shuffle all the cards and place 9 
of them, face down in a 3X3 grid. Place the rest of the 
cards in a deck on the table. The first player turns over 

2 cards of his choice and searches for an identical 
symbol in both cards. 

• If he finds a symbol that appears in both cards, 
he takes them and places 2 new cards from the 

deck, face down instead of the cards he 
took. He also gets another turn.
• If he can't find a symbol that 

appears in both cards, 

he turns them over again 
and the turn passes to the other 

player.  The game continues this way until 
there are no more cards left in the deck and 

no other pairs can be found.
The winner is the player who collects the most 

cards.



Game 5
  Triple Memory

2-5 players
Aim of the game:  To win the most cards.

Playing the game:  Shuffle all the cards and place 9 
of them, face down in a 3X3 grid. Place the rest of the 
cards in a deck on the table. The first player turns over 

2 cards of his choice and searches for an identical 
symbol in both cards. 

• If he finds a symbol that appears in both cards, 
he takes them and places 2 new cards from the 

deck, face down instead of the cards he 
took. He also gets another turn.
• If he can't find a symbol that 

appears in both cards, 

he turns them over again 
and the turn passes to the other 

player.  The game continues this way until 
there are no more cards left in the deck and 

no other pairs can be found.
The winner is the player who collects the most 

cards.



Game 5
Triple Solo

1 player
Aim of the game: To get rid of all your cards.

The player holds the deck of cards and places 5 of them 
face up on the table. He then tries to spot identical symbols 
between 2 or more of the cards. Whenever he finds identical 
symbols he covers the cards in which they appear with new 
cards. He continues until he remains with no more cards in 

hand.  If he succeeds- he wins. If he cannot find an 
identical symbol in any of the cards, he loses.

         


